2. Cut the page in half and fold along the dotted line.
3. Put the pages in order and staple them together.

I can write the letter Q!

Quiet

Quarter
quail

quilt

queen

question
I can write the letter R!

rock

rain
rabbit

rooster

rake

ring
I can write the letter S!

S

S

strawberry

snake
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seal

sun

socks

star
I can write the letter T!

1.

2.

3.

MY FIRST ABC

T

book

Tiger

tree
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table

turtle

tomato

train
I can write the letter U!

uniform

umpire
umbrella

up

under

unicorn
I can write the letter V!

V

V

violin

vase
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van

volcano

vegetables

vest
I can write the letter W!

window

water
watch

worm

web

whale
I can write the letter X!

X

I can write the letter Y!

Y
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x-ray

xylophone

yarn

yawn
I can write the letter Z!

zoo

zero
zebra

zucchini

zigzag

zipper